Human pose estimation (i.e., locating the body parts / joints of a person) is a fundamental problem in human-computer interaction and multimedia applications. Significant progress has been made based on the development of depth sensors, i.e., accessible human pose prediction from still depth images [32] . However, most of the existing approaches to this problem involve several components/models that are independently designed and optimized, leading to suboptimal performances. In this paper, we propose a novel inferenceembedded multi-task learning framework for predicting human pose from still depth images, which is implemented with a deep architecture of neural networks. Specifically, we handle two cascaded tasks: i) generating the heat (confidence) maps of body parts via a fully convolutional network (FCN) ; ii) seeking the optimal configuration of body parts based on the detected body part proposals via an inference built-in MatchNet [10] , which measures the appearance and geometric kinematic compatibility of body parts and embodies the dynamic programming inference as an extra network layer. These two tasks are jointly optimized. Our extensive experiments show that the proposed deep model significantly improves the accuracy of human pose estimation over other several state-of-the-art methods or SDKs. We also release a large-scale dataset for comparison, which includes 100K depth images under challenging scenarios.
INTRODUCTION
: Several failure examples generated by the latest version of Microsoft Kinect SDK in dealing with human pose estimation from depth data under challenging cases (e.g., unusual poses and selfocclusions).
Accurately locating the body parts/joints of a person (also referd as human pose estimation) is a widely studied problem in the research of multimedia. With the advent of cheap depth sensors like the structured-light scanner and ToF (Time of Flight) camera, the great performances have been achieved by the methods taking advantage of the depth data. For example, an approach based on decision forests has been proposed by researchers from Microsoft [31] , which classifies depth pixels corresponding to different parts of human body. This approach has been extended by Shotton et al. [32] by employing the regression forest. As a result, a great number of intelligent systems such as robotics and digital entertainments have been benefited a lot.
However, there are several difficulties under complex circumstances (e.g., the failure examples shown in Fig. 1 ):
1. Unusual poses/views. The user may appear in diverse views or poses in real applications, while current solvers (e.g., the latest version of Microsoft Kinect SDK) often fail in handling exceptional and unusual cases. This limits the applications to subtle humancomputer interaction, to some extent.
2. Self-occlusions. The depth data captured from one single sensor inevitably contains much occlusions of the body parts, especially in playing complex gestures. The state-of-the-art performances are still far away from being satisfying.
The bottleneck of solving the above mentioned issues for further improving the accuracy performance is the fact that
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Figure 2: Our framework subsequently performs two cascaded tasks. The first task predicts the heat maps of all body parts with a fully convolutional neural network. Thus the candidate proposals for all parts can be conveniently obtained. The second task infers the best configurations of body parts with a novel inference built-in MatchNet structure. This tailored MatchNet provides the appearance and geometric compatibility of body parts between the part proposals and part templates. The dynamic programming inference is naturally embedded into the network learning to generate final pose estimation results.
most of the traditional methods rely on handcrafted feature representations and carefully tuned constraints for modeling human body structures. And these methods usually involve several components/models that are independently designed and optimized. Recently proposed deep convolutional neural network (CNN) models have made incredible progress on image classification [16, 45] , object recognition [16, 7, 43, 50, 19] , human activity recognition [44, 25] , person reindentification [24, 42, 41] , scene labeling [47, 18, 27, 30, 23] and other vision problems. Improved performances are also achieved by the deep learning approaches [15, 38] on estimating human poses from RGB images. For example, Tompson et al. [38] proposed to impose a random field model upon CNNs for joint training and demonstrated the promising human pose estimation results on color data. However, directly applying these methods to the depth data is unfeasible due to the different challenges and requirements between the pose estimation tasks via color and depth data. Specifically, the depth images usually include sensor noises and preserve very coarse appearance details. Though this limits the human body part detection, the extra depth information can provide stronger contexts and skeletons for modeling human body structures and eliminating the effect of unrelated background clutters. Hence, we aim to develop a specialized neural network model that jointly incorporates the feature learning and the affinity constraints of body parts into a unified learning framework for the pose estimation from the depth data.
In this work, we propose a novel deep Inference-Embedded Multi-Task learning framework to estimate the human pose from still depth images. Specifically, our framework includes two networks for solving the two cascaded tasks, i.e., generating the heat (confidence) maps of body parts and further predicting body joints based on the generated body part proposals, respectively. Fig. 2 illustrates the overview architecture of our deep multi-task learning framework, in which these two tasks are conducted in the progressive coarse-tofine manner and jointly optimized for pursuing higher pose estimation performance.
The first task is performed by utilizing a fully convolutional network (FCN) [27] , which generates heat maps for indicating the coarse locations of human body parts. The FCN enables regressing pixel-wise confidence maps of the body parts in depth images without the parameterredundant fully-connected layers. With these maps, we can detect a batch of candidate patches (proposals) of human body parts for the subsequent task.
Due to the low resolutions and discontinuities of depth images, the generated body part proposals may include many false positives. To overcome this issue in the second task, we develop an inference built-in MatchNet, which incorporates the feed-forward inference step into the deep architecture for seeking the optimal configuration of body joints. The original version of MatchNet [10] was proposed to jointly learn the patch-based features and distance metric. Here we adapt it for the following goals: i) measuring the unary appearance compatibility of the body part proposals with the standard part templates, and ii) measuring the geometric consistency of two body parts in the 3-D coordinate. We represent the human pose via a kinematic tree-based structure. (See Fig. 1 for clarification) Moreover, we treat the Dynamic Programming inference as an extra neural layer, which is built upon the neural layers to generate best part configurations based on calculated appearance and geometric compatibility. Given all the optimized parameters, the dynamic programming inference computes the optimal configuration from the leaf nodes (e.g., feet and hand nodes) of the proposed kinematic tree-based structure to the root node (say head nodes).
The two tasks in our learning framework are cascaded yet complementary to each other. The employed FCN is able to coarsely localize the candidate part proposals in a realtime speed. Then, the inference built-in MatchNet employs a more complex and deeper architecture to improve the final pose estimation accuracy from a global perspective. Therefore, jointly optimizing the two cascaded networks can benefit both accuracy and efficiency. Another advantage of our framework is the natural embedding of inference, that is, the heavy computational demand can be counter-balanced in a parallel manner by using Graphic Processing Unit (GPU).
The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows. First, we propose a task-driven deep learning model achieving a new state-of-the-art performance in predicting human body joints from still depth images. Our extensive experiments and comparisons with the existing approaches demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our model. Second, the integration of dynamic programming inference with deep neural networks is original in the literature to the best of our knowledge. At last, we release a large-scale dataset of depth images for human pose estimation, which includes 100K depth images with various challenges.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 presents a review of related works. Then we present our inference embedded multi-task learning model in Sect. 3, fol- lowed by the multi-task learning procedure of our model in Sect. 4. The experimental results, comparisons and component analysis are exhibited in Sect. 5. Sect. 6 gives a conclusion of this paper.
RELATED WORK
Estimating the human pose from unconstrained color data is an important but challenging problem. Many approaches have been recently developed [29, 28, 13, 9, 46, 11, 22, 21, 20, 40] . Mori et al. [28] introduced an edge-based histogram, named "shape-context", to represent exemplar 2D views of the human body in a variety of different configurations and viewpoints with respect to the camera. Grauman et al. [9] introduced silhouette shape features to infer 3D structure parameters using a probabilistic multi-view shape model. More recently, Pictorial Structures [6, 4] and Deformable Part Models [3, 17, 26] were proposed and have achieved tractable and practical performance on handling large variances of the body parts. As a result, large amounts of related models have been subsequently developed. Yang et al. [48] proposed to capture orientation, co-occurrence and spatial relations with a mixture of templates for each body part. In order to introduce richer high-level spatial relationships, Tian et al. [36] presented a hierarchical spatial model that can capture an exponential number of poses with a compact mixture representation on each part. Kiefel et al [15] presented a binary conditional random field model to detect human body parts of articulated people in a single color image.
As for estimating human pose from depth data, several approaches [31, 8, 34, 32, 33, 14, 35, 2] have also been proposed. Shotton et al. [31] employed a random forest classifier to perform per-pixel classification of parts, and clustered these pixels for each part to localize the joints. Girshick et al. [8] developed an approach for general-activity human pose estimation from depth images by building upon Hough forests. Shotton et al. [32] further made an extension by adopting the regression forest to directly regress the positions of body joints with the use of a large, realistic and highly varied synthetic set of training images. Jung et al. [14] proposed a highly efficient approach, which applies a supervised gradient descent and MCMC like random sampler in the form of Markov random walks beyond the pixel-wise classification. All these approaches suffer from the fact that they use hand crafted features such as HoG features, edges, contours, and color histograms.
Recently, deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [16] with sufficient training data have achieved remarkable success in computer vision. Several approaches have been proposed to employ CNNs to learn feature representation for human pose estimation. Toshev et al. [39] formulated the pose estimation as a deep CNN based regression problem towards body joints. Tompson et al. [38] proposed a novel hybrid architecture that consists of a convolutional neural network and a Markov Random Field for human pose estimation in the color monocular images. In [37] , Tompson further proposed an efficient 'position refinement' model that is trained to estimate the joint offset location within a small region of the image. Chen et al. [1] presented a deep graph model, which exploits deep CNNs to learn conditional probability for the presence of parts and their spatial relationships within these parts.
INFERENCE EMBEDDED MULTI-TASK LEARNING
In this section, we present our inference embedded multitask learning framework. Our model first generates the heat (confidence) maps of body parts via a fully convolutional network, and further predicts body joints based on the generated body part proposals via the introduced inference built-in MatchNet.
Fully Convolutional Network
Motivated by the recent methods [38, 39] , we regard the body part proposal generation as a problem of deep convolutional neural network regression. As shown in Fig. 3 , given an input depth image, our model produces a dense heat map output for each body part via a fully convolutional network (FCN), which is stacked by nine convolutional layers. Though a little deeper than [39] in the architecture, this FCN has smaller computation demands due to the small number and size of our used filters, i.e., much fewer network parameters. The output of FCN, called heat map, denotes a per-pixel likelihood for K human body parts. We regard the coordinates of maximum value of the predicted heatmap (x * k , y * k ) as the center position of the k-th body part,
where θc denotes the network parameters, z(k|I; θc) denotes the output heat map of the k-th body part for the input depth image I. Note that, since the neighboring pixels of the predicted heat-map also have similar heat values, only considering the maximum value may not achieve high accuracy for subtle localization of body parts. Based on this observation, we generate the predictions within the observation window (say 17 × 17) of the maximum value's position to increase the number of candidate body part proposals. , respectively. Note that, since our final goal is the human pose estimation, wi and hi are not necessary to be very accurate, thus they are pre-defined and fixed as 10 pixels' distance between opposing joints on the human torso in our implementation.
Inference Built-in MatchNet
Our approach represents the human pose with a 3D kinematic K-node tree structure G={V, E}, where the node set V (K=|V|) denotes the positions of body-joints/parts of the human pose, and the edge set E specifies the relationships of these body-joints/parts (see Fig. 4 ). Given the candidates for the k-th and m-th body part in the depth image I, we define the 3D spatial relationship between the i-th and j-th body part proposals as R(b k i , b m j |I). Considering the local appearance compatibility of each body part and global contextual relationships between body parts, the score function F of our model is defined as the sum of unary and pairwise terms according to the proposed kinematic tree structure:
where i, j ∈ {1, ..., n} and n is the total number of the body part proposals, I denotes the input depth image with K body parts inside, the unary term U (b . To handle unusual poses/views, diverse templates for each body part are off-line learned via K-means clustering to represent various possible appearance/orientation of human poses. Specifically, the appearance potential score for the body part proposal bi being the i-th body part is defined as:
where φ(·, ·|·; θ k u ) is the appearance score term for being the k-th body part with the parameters θ k u . Pairwise Terms: Besides matching the generated part proposal with part templates via the appearance similarity, we consider the geometry relationships among different human body parts, and define the pairwise terms accroding to the 3D kinematic constraint. Specifically, the constraints for the neighboring body parts are represented by the spatial deformation [3] of the 3D geometric layout. The pairwise terms are: Inference built-in MatchNet In our approach, the inference procedure is to predict body joints based on currently generated part proposals B = [..., b k i , ...] by taking the appearance and geometric compatibility into account. The proposed inference built-in MatchNet integrates three components into a unified network architecture: i) Appearance matching to obtain appearance evidence (unary terms); ii) Geometry generating to calculate the 3D kinematic constraint (pairwise terms); iii) Structural inference to maximize the score function F as: Unary Terms Figure 5 : The architecture of the appearance matching component.
where w denotes all the parameters of the inference built-in MatchNet for simplicity, i.e., w= {Γ km , ω k } K k=1,m=1 .
MULTI-TASK LEARNING
Since our model includes two types of networks for human pose estimation, the network structure and parameters are optimized in a multi-task learning way. Let D = {(I1, g1), ..., (I l , g l ), ..., (IN , gN ) }, be a set of training samples, where g l denotes the annotated pose configuration for the K body parts of the depth image I l . In the following section, we will present the details of how our model learns to generate the part proposal b k i and search for optimal configurationĝ l from the candidate body part proposals under 3D kinematic constraint for the final pose estimation.
Fully Convolutional Network: We employ the widely used batch Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) algorithm to train this network. Specifically, given the input depth image I l , we employ the Mean Squared Error (MSE) criterion to minimize the distance between the predicted output z(k|I l ; θc) and the ground truth heat-map H(g k |I l ) as [37] , where H(g k |I l ) is a 2D Gaussian with a small variance and mean centered at the ground truth joint locations:
Inference built-in MatchNet: During training the fully convolutional network, the inference built-in MatchNet is optimized simultaneously. As illustrated in Fig. 4 , there are two different types of layers in our model: the comparability measure layers and structural inference layer. Comparability Measure Layers: The goal of these layers is to measure the appearance similarity between ground truth body parts and candidate body part proposals, which are generated by the fully convolutional network. Motivated by recent deep patch matching technique [10] , we employ a two-tower like neural network to jointly train the feature extraction and metric learning layer in a supervised setting (See Fig. 5 ). The network parameters is also optimized by using SGD with the cross-entropy error:
where b k t is one of the body part templates for the k-th body part, and is obtained by clustering all the ground truth body part regions into T centers via the K-means algorithm directly on the raw depth pixel. y i is the 0/1 label for the input proposal pair {b 
is the output activation value of two-tower structure network, which represents the probability for being a matched pair. θ k u is the network parameter to be optimized for the k-th body part.
Structural Inference Layer: In our method, the configuration of body part proposals B for the depth image I l is determined by the latent variableĝ l . The MSE function h(ĝ l , g l ) is used to minimize the distance between the predicted body part location of the configurationĝ l and the ground truth configuration of g l . To simplify, h(ĝ l , g l ) is binarized according to the empirical threshold variable τ as follows:
where MSE(ĝ l , g l ) denotes the average MSE error between the predict configurationsĝ l and the ground truth configuration g l . During the training phase, we optimize this layer by a latent learning method extended from the CCCP framework [49] in a dynamic manner. The learning objective of this layer is to learn the parameter set w as described in Sect. 3.2, which can be formulated as follows:
where w = {ω k , Γ km } K k=1,m=1 , and C is a penalty parameter set empirically. Following the CCCP framework, we convert the function into a convex and concave form as f1(w) − f2(w), where f1(w) represents the first two terms, Algorithm 1 Input: Training samples (I1, g1), (I2, g2) , ..., (IN , gN ) Output: The parameters of our model {θc, θuw} Initialization:
Initialize FCN's parameters θc, the inference built-in MatchNet's network parameter θu and structural inference parameters w. repeat 1: Optimize the fully convolutional network via Eqn. (6) and generate candidate body part proposals B ; 2: Given B, optimize the network parameter θu via Eqn. (7), and calculate the unary and pairwise terms; 3: Given the unary and pairwise terms, optimize structural inference parameters w via Eqn. (9); until The optimization function Eqn. (2) converges and f2(w) the last term. This leads to an iterative learning algorithm that alternates between estimating model parameters and the hidden variables. This type of learning problem is known as a structural SVM, and there are many solvers as the cutting plane solver [5] and SGD based solver [3] .
The entire algorithm for multi-task learning can be summarized into Algorithm 1.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we compare our model with several stateof-the-art methods and SDKs, and justify the effectiveness of each component.
Dataset and Parameter Setting
Dataset. We evaluate the human pose estimation performance of our inference-embedded multi-task learning framework on our Kinect2 Human Gesture Dataset (K2HGD) 1 , which includes about 100K depth images with various human poses under challenging scenarios. As illustrated in Fig. 6 , this dataset consists of 19 body joints of 30 subjects under ten different challenging scenes. The subject is asked to perform both normal daily poses and unusal poses. The human body joints are defined as follows: Head, [37] and Chen et al. [1] . We adopt their public implementations. Due to commercial reasons, the widely used OpenNI SDK and Microsoft SDK are not supported to estimate human pose in given still depth images. Hence, we conduct a qualitative comparison with them.
Metric. To measure the accuracy of predicting human body joints, we employ the popular Percent of Detected Joints (PDJ) metric as the evaluation criterion. This metric considers a body joint is correctly estimated only if the distance between the predicted and the true joint position is within a certain fraction of the torso diameter. Given different normalized precision threshold (i.e., normalized distance to the ground truth body part), the estimation accuracy is obtained under different degrees of overall localization precision.
Experimental Details. In all experiments, 60K still depth images are used for training while the rest 40K used for testing. We set the parameters {n, τ, K, C, T } = { 289, 0.2, 19, 0.001, 10}. The patch size of each part is set to 32×32. Our model is implemented on Caffe library [12] . All of our experiments are carried out on an intel 3.4 GHz and a NVIDIA GTX-980Ti GPU. In order to reduce overfitting, we employ the common cropping and horizontal-flipping strategy to augment the training data. In this way, spatial relationships between body parts and their neighbors can be increased. The learning rate for the fully convolutional networks is 0.01 while the momentum is 0.9, the weight decay is 0.0005 and the batch size is 20. The number of body parts K is set as 19 and 289 candidate proposals for each body part are generated. For the inference built-in MatchNet, the learning rate is 0.1 while the momentum is 0.9, the weight decay is 0.0005 and the batch size is 20. 
Results and Comparisons
Quantitative Comparison. The quantitative comparison results is demonstrated in Fig. 7 and Tab. 1. Fig. 7 shows the PDJ curves of ours model over the other three compared state-of-the-art methods. As one can see that, our approach consistently outperforms all the compared methods under every normalized precision threshold, and are significantly superior to others under the requirement of strict estimation accuracy, i.e., the normalized precision threshold ranges from 0 to 0.1. As illustrated in Tab. 1, our model achieves 11.3%, 4.6%, 9.3% better accuracy than DeepPose, the method of Chen et al. and Tompson et al. in average, respectively.
To justify the effectiveness of the proposed inference builtin strategy, we further quantitatively analyze time efficiency of our method and all compared approaches on the K2HGD dataset. As demonstrated in the Tab. 2, our method runs 190x and 5x faster than the approach of Chen et al. and Tompson et al., respectively. Though our method contains the time-consuming inference step as Chen et al. and Tompson et al., inference in our method is embedded in the forward process of networks. Hence, our method is much faster. Since DeepPose directly regresses all body parts in a holistic manner from the depth image, our method is 2x slower than it. However, our performance is significantly better than DeepPose.
Qualitative Comparison. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 demonstrate the qualitative comparison of our method, OpenNI, latest Kinect SDK and three existing state-of-the-art methods. As one can see from Fig. 9 and Fig. 8 , our method achieves more robust and accurate performance for predict unusual and self-occlusion poses.
Empirical Analysis
To perform a component analysis of our method, we conduct the following experiment to validate the contributions of different parts of the proposed framework. To justify the effectiveness of the proposed inference built-in MatchNet, we directly use the output, i.e., heat map, of the full convolutional network (FCN) inside our method to estimate human pose. This variant version of our method represents the pure performance of the FCN, and is denoted as "FCN"; we also use the output of appearance matching component to predict human pose. This variant version of our method represents the combination of FCN and appearance evidence via the standard MatchNet, and is denoted as "FCN+MatchNet". We compare it with our method both in average PDJ curves of body parts (See Fig. 10 ) and average PDJ estimation accuracy for each body part. (See Fig. 11) . Fig. 10 demonstrates that there lies a significant performance gap between our method and FCN. This validates the superiority of our proposed inference built-in MatchNet. As one can see from model. Moreover, we can also show the effectiveness of the 3D kinematic constraint (pairwise term) for the result that our method also outperforms FCN+MatchNet. To explore the detailed improvement of our model's component, we report the PDJ for each body part in the Fig. 11 , which also shows that the proposed inference MatchNet effectively improve the estimation accuracy, especially for {El-bow, Shoulder, Knee, Foot} body parts.
Limitations
The proposed framework may fail to estimate the poses of multiple persons from the still depth image. As the employed fully convolutional network can only output 19 heat maps for the body parts of a single person, our model may generate unsatisfying estimations due to the confusion body parts caused by multiple persons. Another limitation stems from our assumption, i.e., most of main body parts (e.g., torso, shoulder and spin) should be visible from depth data. Based on this assumption, we propose the above mentioned 3D kinematic constraint for the final pose estimation. Hence, our model may not work well when all main body parts are severely occluded.
CONCLUSION
We proposed a novel deep inference-embedded multi-task learning framework for predicting human pose from depth data. In this framework, two cascaded tasks were jointly optimized: i) detecting a batch of proposals of body parts via a fully convolutional network (FCN) ; ii) searching for the optimal configuration of body parts based on the body part proposals via a fast inference step (i.e., dynamic programming), which operates with a inference built-in MatchNet to incorporate the single term of appearance cost and the pairwise 3D kinematic constraint. We believe that it is general to be extended into other similar tasks such as object parsing. Extensive experiments validated the effectiveness of the proposed framework. In the future, we will try to support the pose estimation for multiple persons from depth data.
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